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Abstract. Expert finding is traditionally related to a subject of research in in-
formation retrieval and, often, is taken to mean “expertise retrieval within a
specific organization” [Balog et al. 2012]. The task involves finding an expert
in an expertise topic. Even though there are interesting proposals in the litera-
ture, they do not consider the context in which a given expertise is bound. This
Ph.D. thesis introduces the concept of a framework that chronologically con-
textualizes search results in expert finding. Our motivation is to provide more
accurate results of search processes related to finding experts in a given topic,
contextualizing the expertise on professional/academic activities, an open rese-
arch topic. In this paper, we present the main concepts of the framework we
are developing and a general overview of its operation. At the moment, we are
using the Lattes platform as a data source, for which we developed a process to
extract expertise evidence, supported by the Crossref database.
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2. Introduction
According to Balog et al. [Balog et al. 2012], expertise is a loosely-defined concept, usu-
ally referred to as “tacit knowledge”, i.e, the knowledge that people acquire through expe-
riences in their lives that is stored in their minds. It is difficult to express such knowledge
in a detailed, formalized and complete way that allows other people to know about it. This
is a valuable and challenging research topic in data retrieval that deals with finding ways
to discover and automatically describe this type of knowledge.

One way to perceive tacit knowledge is to analyze the expertise evidence that is
associated with a person. Expertise evidence includes any artifact from which informa-
tion related to expertise can be extracted [Balog et al. 2012]: authored documents (arti-
cles, reports), electronic communications, social networks, etc. The process of finding
and extracting this kind of evidence, and linking it to a particular expertise, is called ex-
pertise retrieval, which has two basic applications: expert finding and expert profiling
[Balog et al. 2012]. Expert finding focuses on a given list of one or more topics of inte-
rest and seeks to find experts related to these topics. Expert profiling is concerned with
building expertise profiles, i.e., structured descriptions of people expertise.

The problem of helping the user understand the results of an expertise retrie-
val process is often ignored in the literature. Current approaches usually give a list of
people or a graph cluster as a result but fail to describe how they obtained this data
[Chen et al. 2013, Pal 2015]. By allowing the user to understand the result, he is free
to use his judgment and decide whether or not to go ahead with contacting the referred
expert. An awareness of context when analyzing expertise may yield interesting results
and assist in understanding the evolution of expertise and track changes in the topics of
interest over a period [Gonçalves and Dorneles 2019].

The motivation for our work is to address the gap in current works where they do
not provide enough information for the user to understand the context where the expert
acquired or applied the expertise of interest. We extend existing expert finding systems
where, based on collected data from the expertise evidence, we elaborate the context
where the expertise evidences occurred. This provides the user with more information to
understand the expertise while reusing/improving existing work in expert finding.

Our framework can be generalized and further applied to any search system in
which results can provide some idea of context information, from which one or more
contexts can be derived. Thus it can be applied to any search process result in database
systems that contains an associated context.

3. Related work
In this section we provide a brief overview of existing work in expert finding. For an ex-
tensive list of related work see the survey [Gonçalves and Dorneles 2019], which details
existing work approaches and introduces, among other open issues, those which were
cited in this work as a justification for our research.

Current studies in expert finding adopt several approaches to find experts. Many
use document-centric methods, such as: (i) using the SVM to represent and search for
experts, given keywords of interest [Chen et al. 2013]; (ii) constructing language and
topic models, based on a person’s associated documents and, a given input as a set



of terms or topics, for finding those experts which models that can best generate the
query [Pal 2015]; (iii) representing expertise through ontologies and using them to search
for experts[Punnarut and Sriharee 2010]; and (iv) clustering documents based on their
keywords, allowing the retrieval of experts associated to documents in the same clusters
with related keywords [Tho et al. 2003]. However, as already mentioned, the gap in cur-
rent works is that they do not provide enough information for the user to understand the
context where the expert acquired or applied the expertise of interest.

To the best of our knowledge, ScholarLens[Sateli et al. 2017] is the closest rela-
ted work to our proposal, although it focus on expert profiling instead of expert finding.
ScholarLens is a platform that, given a set of articles from a researcher, identifies and ex-
tracted named entities (using NLP methods) and, using DBPedia as a support, elaborate a
knowledge-database representing the researcher knowledge. The profiles are built using
RDF and the competences (expertise) are modeled using the IntelLEO ontology.

4. Proposal
Our framework, named Experion, proposes contextualizing the result of expert finding
systems. In such systems, a list of expertise evidence is located and used to justify a
person as an expert in a given topic from a search criterion. The expertise evidence may
have contextual information associated with them. The Experion’s purpose is to extract
such information and elaborate one or more chronological contexts. The main Experion’s
components are introduced in Figure 1.

Figura 1. Experion overview

Experion starts with a set of expertise evidence associated with one or more Ex-
perts. To allow generalization, the framework uses the term Fact to refer to expertise
evidence and the term Entity to refer to the Expert. We assume that the expertise evi-
dence (Facts) contain data that give insights into the context where they occurred. We
denominate such data as contextual dimensions, and they are used as input for functions
that extract qualified information about the context. These functions are called derivators.
The qualified information obtained by the derivators is stored as derived dimensions asso-
ciated with the expertise evidence (Facts). Lastly, another function, denominated context
builder, is applied to elaborate the context associated to each Fact. In the following, each
of these elements is described.

4.1. Entities and Facts
An Entity is the final object of interest for the search process. In order to locate these
entities, the framework uses intermediary objects associated with these Entities, which



we denominate as Facts. Thus the search process starts by locating a set of Facts given a
search criterion and from these Facts identifies the associated entities.

A Fact is a multidimensional object. Each dimension in a fact can be used for
searching or for contextualizing. A dimension used for searching is called an index di-
mension and a dimension used for contextualizing is called a contextual dimension.

In the context of expert finding, the entities are candidate experts. We can use
keywords as a search criterion (related to the expertise of interest) and locate evidence of
expertise (Facts) to locate such experts. To locate evidence, we can index them based on
their keywords through an inverted index (an index dimension), for example, and use the
search criterion (keyword) to locate them. Each Fact (expertise evidence) can have one or
more contextual dimensions, such as the institution name in the case of teaching expertise
evidence; or the name of an associated for expertise evidence related to a research project.

4.2. Context, Derived Dimensions and Derivators
A Fact associated with an entity can be part of one or more contexts. A Context is an
abstraction that situates a given Fact under perspectives of interest in a given period. In
expert finding, we can consider as such perspectives: Education Level (Undergraduate,
Graduate, Ph.D., etc.); Activity (Education, Teaching, Research, etc.); Cooperation (Indi-
vidual work, Collective Work); Scope (National, International); Environment (Academic,
Enterprise, etc); etc.

To identify such perspectives based on the contextual dimensions we define the
concept of Derivator Function, or Derivator for short. A Derivator receives a set of
Facts and, based on their contextualized dimensions is capable of producing Derived
Dimensions, which is the perspective of interest for Contexts.

In expert finding, a Derived Property could be, for example, “activity”, which
can be “teaching” or “research”. Another example could be “degree”, which could be
“undergraduate” or “graduate”. An example of Derivator could be a function that, given
a piece of expertise evidence associated with teaching (a class lecture, for example) and
is also associated with a university, can derive an activity of “teaching” and a “degree”
of “graduate”. Thus from the two Derived Dimensions (“teaching” and “graduate”) a
Context of “graduate teaching” can be established, which describes a Context under two
perspectives of interest: Education Level and Activity.

4.3. Context Builder
As introduced, a Context is built from Derived Dimensions obtained from Facts. To
formalize the construction of a context, we introduced a function type called Context
Builder.

A Context Builder receives a set of Facts with their Derived Dimensions (through
the application of Derivators) and can produce one or more Contexts, associating each
Fact with one or more Contexts at a given degree of confidence (Confidence factor). This
indicates how well a given Fact corroborates the Context to which it is associated.

5. Experion
Figure 2 details the execution of the Experion framework. A contextualized search pro-
cess starts by executing a query over a database (given a search criterion (1)), which



returns a set of Facts (2). A Fact, as defined earlier, is any object that contains index
dimensions (which allows the search process to find them) and contextual dimensions,
which are used by the framework to build the Contexts. Each Fact is also associated with
the Entity of interest for the search process. In this case, a Person or, more specifically, a
Candidate Expert. Such association allows separating the facts into groups, as seen in the
Figure. Once we have a set of Facts, one or more Derivators are applied over the set (3).
As a result of their application, Derived Dimensions are introduced in the Fact objects
(4). As described earlier, these dimensions are generated using the information contained
in the Fact as well as analyzing the information from other facts from the set, allowing a
certain level of inference.

The next step of the framework is to apply a Context Builder over the set of Facts
(5). The context builder analyzes the derived dimensions values and establishes one or
more Contexts (6) associated to one or more Facts. For each pair (Fact,Context), it calcu-
lates a Confidence Factor (Cf) (7), which indicates how strongly the given Fact contributes
for the Context definition.

Figura 2. Contextualized search example

5.1. Expert finding example

To demonstrate the application of Experion, we exemplify how it can be used to contextu-
alize expert finding results, in an academic environment. As introduced earlier, an Entity
would be a Candidate Expert and a Fact would be an Expertise Evidence. As examples of
Fact and their index/contextual dimensions we cite:



1. Published Periodic Article: keywords (index dimension); year, co-authors, peri-
odic, JCR (contextual dimensions).

2. Academic Advising: keywords (index dimension); year, student, institution, de-
gree (contextual dimensions).

3. Research Project: keywords (index dimension); year, colleague, institution (con-
textual dimensions).

There are several Derived Properties that can be obtained from expertise evidence.
Previously, we have cited five of them. Now, we describe how Derivator Functions could
generate them:

1. Level: it can not be obtained from a Periodic Article or a Research project. It can
be obtained from an Academic Advising (through the level contextual dimension).

2. Activity: a Published Periodic Article indicates Research and, if a co-author appe-
ars in an Academic Advising evidence as well, indicates Advising; an Academic
Advising indicates Orientation per itself; the same happens for Research given a
Research Project evidence.

3. Cooperation: in the case of Published Periodic Article, if there are more than
one co-author this indicates Group cooperation; an Academic Advising can not
indicate a cooperation level; a research group per itself is already an indication of
a Group cooperation;

4. Scope: in the case of a Periodic Article the language used by the keywords can
indicate if it is a national/international scope; for Advising it can’t indicate; for
research project the language used by the keywords can indicate the scope.

5. Environment: Periodic Article and Academic Advising indicates an Academic
environment; a Research Project can indicate an Academic and/or Enterprise en-
vironment based on keywords and related institutions.

As example of a Context Builder for Expert Finding, we introduce the Simple
Weighted Context Builder - SWCB. The SWCB concatenates the derived properties values
to build the Contexts and assigns a confidence degree to each Fact associated with a
context.

To set up the Contexts, the Context Builder builds a timeline where each interval is
the year(s) to which the Facts are associated. Each Fact set of derived properties represents
a candidate context for its associated years. If a Fact occurs in a single year its confidence
is calculated as 1 for its associated derived properties. If it occurs in more than one
year, the confidence factor is divided by the number of years. For each year the Context
Builder identifies the sets of derived properties which share properties and clusters them
by similarity. The result of the clustering process is the context associated to the Facts in
that year.

6. Contributions and Future Work
In this work we introduced Experion, a framework proposal aiming at contextualizing
expertise evidence in expert finding systems. To validate the proposal, we are developing
a reference implementation based on the Lattes curricula 1, complemented with data from
the Crossref database 2. This implementation focus on answering two questions:

1https://lattes.cnpq.br
2https://www.crossref.org/



(i) how can the context be used to improve the expertise analysis: the Derived
Dimensions can be used to weight whether the associated Fact is a good indication of
expertise. For example, a PhD Examination Board is a stronger evidence than an Under-
graduate. For an Article, the venue could be used as a weight to expertise qualification
as well. Compared to existing work, our differs by allowing a dynamic weighting to the
expertise evidence, based on the goal of the expertise search process.

(ii) how to to use the context as a ranking tool: since the focus on our preliminary
tests was on extracting the context associated to the Facts, we developed a basic ranking
system which takes into account the kind of Fact found as expertise evidence and the
Derived Dimensions associated to calculate a basic ranking value. Our work improves
existing work by providing a reasoning behind the ranking process.

Our next steps are divided in four phases:
• Complete the framework implementation and formal definition. Execute prelimi-

nary tests to verify that the contexts generated match an human interpretation of
the expertise evidence. Out timeline for this phase is 4 months;

• Produce and submit an article to an event with the framework proposal and initial
test results - we estimate 2 months;

• Thesis writing, including additional functions in the framework - we reserved 4
months for this phase;

• Defend the thesis and produce and submit an article to a periodic with the thesis
result - 2 months are expected to be necessary for this phase.
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